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1: A matter of gravity
A Matter of Gravity is a play by Enid Bagnold. Overview. The eccentric dowager Mrs. Basil chooses to live in only one
room of her Oxford mansion. Her quiet existence.

As a physics person myself, I was curious how Roger Freedman would present to a general audience. I was
not sure if he planned to go into relativity or even into quantum gravity. Instead, he mostly told us all of the
amazing things that Newton did know. Due to his own discoveries as well as those of his predecessors and
contemporaries such as Galileo and Kepler. Freedman talked of Millennium lists of top people. Newton was in
the top five on all the lists! Newton appeared on a postage stamp and on the One Pound Note in England when
there was such a thing. Freedman handed out an iClicker device to allow audience members to register their
answers to various physics questions. It was a valuable window into whether people were following along and
whether they were learning from his talk. Freedman actually wanted people to discuss their answers with their
neighbors before responding! A force is a push or a pull. If an object moves in a circle at a constant speed,
which of these forces must act on it? The correct answer is A. HSSB President Roger Schleuter insisted that a
force was needed to keep the object moving forward as in C because of friction through the air or water.
Freedman invited us to think about planets and other bodies in space where friction would be minimal. In
space there are no strings attached. That force is actually larger than the force of any other planet on you.
Compared to the gravitational force that Earth exerts on the Moon, the gravitational force that the Moon exerts
on the Earth is A. The correct answer is C. This is not specific to gravity. If you are sitting in a seat, the chair
pushes up on you exactly as hard as you are pushing down on the seat. Otherwise you would be rising or
falling. The Earth and the Moon actually orbit each other around a common center of mass. It makes the Earth
wobble. Note that the larger the orbit size of an orbiting body, the slower the speed. Freedman did a
demonstration of a ball swinging on a string to show the same principle. If a planet moves in a circular orbit
around the Sun at a constant speed, which of these forces must act on it? Most who voted got it right! That
very morning was a launch from Vandenberg that placed a satellite in orbit. For three or more bodies it is
necessary to resort to computer simulations. Which statement about the rings of Saturn is correct? The correct
answer is B. The F ring of Saturn was discovered in There are two moons orbiting on either side of that ring
called Pandora and Prometheus. They are irregularly shaped rocks km and km across. Freedman showed us a
video from the Cassini spacecraft that displayed ripples in the F ring as the moons passed by! Here is the
video: Note that the Cassini Division in the rings was discovered by the astronomer Cassini in; Newton did
know about that. It is km in diameter. It is what clears the Cassini Division. And it is in orbital resonance with
Cassini division particles. The resonance is 2: As if you were pushing someone on a swing every other time
they came toward you. But no one knew that when Star Wars was made! Newton knew about volcanism, even
though it was not going on in England! Its heat has dissipated away and its composition of materials is in
different proportions than Earth. Newton could see them orbiting at different speeds. They are about the same
size as our moon, but they are quite different. Io has no craters. It has sulfur eruptions. This heats it up. Europa
has ice geysers and a subsurface ocean. The Europe Clipper mission is planned to investigate. There has been
speculation life could exist in such a place. Freedman also noted that Europa endures a huge magnetic field
from Jupiter. Enough to fry electronics. Mars has a similar tilt of 25 degrees. But it varies wildly. This makes
for stable seasons and climate. How can you use gravity to send a signal into space?
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Last month a rocket thundered off a NASA launch pad in Virginia, destined for the International Space Station. Nestled
among the 7, lbs. of supplies was a handful of seeds designed to open new.

Nestled among the 7, lbs. The designer seeds were created in the laboratory of Norman Lewis, a Washington
State University scientist who has led the many-year effort to get the seeds into space. The seeds will grow
into the plant Arabidopsis, more commonly known as thale cress. The experiment puts the common weed,
found often along the roadside or in cracks in the sidewalk, squarely at the forefront of space colonization. For
if people are to embark on a years-long mission to Mars, they will need to grow fresh food along the way. To
do that, we need to understand how plants grow in space. The project has more than sensors trained on the
plants, taking detailed measurements of temperature, lighting, oxygen, carbon dioxide, moisture and other
variables as the space station hurtles more than 17, miles per hour around Earth, miles above our heads. On the
space station, a round of data will be collected every five seconds, and three cameras will take two photos
every day to monitor growth. At the core of the experiment are six types of Arabidopsis: The focus is on the
lignin, the tough plant wall substance that allows plants to defy gravity and grow upright. Scientists will study
how the plants respond to the weightless conditions of the space station. For instance, will the plants still grow
"up" even in a microgravity environment? Lignin serves plants well in so many ways. It makes plants tough to
eat, protecting them from herbivores. It protects the system that transports nutrients and water throughout the
plant. And it allows them to defy gravity and grow upwards instead of being amorphous ground-bound blobs.
Seeds and growth medium in preparation to be sent to the International Space Station. Environmental
Molecular Sciences Laboratory But the material, a literal wall within a plant, is also a barrier to researchers at
EMSL and elsewhere trying to create new plant-based biofuels. Lignin makes plants resistant to chemical
manipulation, to transformation into plant-based biofuels. Thus the interest in exploring the behavior of plants
deficient in lignin for Earth-based, everyday living. Viable plants with less lignin offer many things. On Earth,
less lignin translates to easier methods to extract useful energy from the plant. This would also make
space-grown plants easier to recycle. There, Lewis heads a crew with extraordinary knowledge of lignin â€”
which molecules control its deposition patterns and what happens when key genes or proteins are knocked out.
As a graduate student in the lab, Hixson studied forms of molecules known as dehydratases, which perform
much of the molecular magic involved in regulating lignin in plants. But what happens in a microgravity
situation? Hixson and colleagues at WSU found indications that a change in lignin levels affects what is
known as the "phosphoproteome," the subset of proteins that are actively turned on or off under certain
conditions. He and Lipton have had a longstanding collaboration, and Lewis relied on EMSL resources to do
some of the early work that set the stage for the current experiment. The science on the ground will hit a fever
pitch late this fall, after the plants in the space-based greenhouse are harvested and catch a flight back to Earth.
The weeds from space will be sliced and diced and transported to multiple laboratories, including EMSL,
where they will help set the stage for our future, on this planet and elsewhere.
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The starting point for general relativity is the equivalence principle , which equates free fall with inertial
motion and describes free-falling inertial objects as being accelerated relative to non-inertial observers on the
ground. Einstein proposed that spacetime is curved by matter, and that free-falling objects are moving along
locally straight paths in curved spacetime. These straight paths are called geodesics. For instance, we are no
longer following geodesics while standing because the mechanical resistance of the Earth exerts an upward
force on us, and we are non-inertial on the ground as a result. This explains why moving along the geodesics
in spacetime is considered inertial. Einstein discovered the field equations of general relativity, which relate
the presence of matter and the curvature of spacetime and are named after him. The Einstein field equations
are a set of 10 simultaneous , non-linear , differential equations. The solutions of the field equations are the
components of the metric tensor of spacetime. A metric tensor describes a geometry of spacetime. The
geodesic paths for a spacetime are calculated from the metric tensor. Solutions Notable solutions of the
Einstein field equations include: The Schwarzschild solution , which describes spacetime surrounding a
spherically symmetric non- rotating uncharged massive object. For compact enough objects, this solution
generated a black hole with a central singularity. For charges with a geometrized length which are less than the
geometrized length of the mass of the object, this solution produces black holes with double event horizons.
The Kerr solution for rotating massive objects. This solution also produces black holes with multiple event
horizons. The Kerr-Newman solution for charged, rotating massive objects. Tests General relativity accounts
for the anomalous perihelion precession of Mercury. The prediction of the deflection of light was first
confirmed by Arthur Stanley Eddington from his observations during the Solar eclipse of 29 May However,
his interpretation of the results was later disputed. The time delay of light passing close to a massive object
was first identified by Irwin I. Shapiro in in interplanetary spacecraft signals. Gravitational radiation has been
indirectly confirmed through studies of binary pulsars. Alexander Friedmann in found that Einstein equations
have non-stationary solutions even in the presence of the cosmological constant. Thus general relativity
predicted that the Universe had to be non-staticâ€”it had to either expand or contract. The expansion of the
Universe discovered by Edwin Hubble in confirmed this prediction. This was verified on earth and in the solar
system around Gravity and quantum mechanics Main articles: Graviton and Quantum gravity In the decades
after the publication of the theory of general relativity, it was realized that general relativity is incompatible
with quantum mechanics. However, this approach fails at short distances of the order of the Planck length ,
[27] where a more complete theory of quantum gravity or a new approach to quantum mechanics is required.
This image spans half a second and was captured at 20 flashes per second. If an object with comparable mass
to that of the Earth were to fall towards it, then the corresponding acceleration of the Earth would be
observable. The strength of the gravitational field is numerically equal to the acceleration of objects under its
influence. Thus, an object starting from rest will attain a velocity of 9. Also, again ignoring air resistance, any
and all objects, when dropped from the same height, will hit the ground at the same time. This means that the
Earth also accelerates towards the object until they collide. The force of gravity on Earth is the resultant vector
sum of two forces: The force of gravity varies with latitude and increases from about 9. Equations for a falling
body near the surface of the Earth Main article: The acceleration due to gravity is equal to this g. An initially
stationary object which is allowed to fall freely under gravity drops a distance which is proportional to the
square of the elapsed time. The image on the right, spanning half a second, was captured with a stroboscopic
flash at 20 flashes per second. This expression is valid only over small distances h from the surface of the
Earth. Similarly, the expression h.
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A Matter of Gravity is a playful and touching treatment of illness and tragedy, in which an enigmatic manuscript brings
together two disparate male characters. Black humor and compassion brilliantly illuminate their tragic encounter.

A matter of gravity By Submitted by plusadmin on March 1, March Isaac Newton When Isaac Newton
reflected upon his law of gravitation â€” the famous "inverse square law" which states that the force of
gravitational attraction between two masses whose centres are separated by a distance r is inversely
proportional to r2 â€” he realised there was a big gap in his arguments. Filling that gap delayed the publication
of his momentous Principia until It certainly made life easier to assume it to be true. Planets could be thought
of as mere points feeling the gravitational pull of a point-like Sun as they traced out their oval orbits in his
notebook, just as they did around the solar system. Eventually, in the first part of the Principia, Newton was
able to show that his assumption had been a good one, but along the way he discovered some other things that
are at least as surprising. Newton was no doubt relieved to discover that his intuition had been right all along.
But our story so far allows us to see where it comes from. So, the overall force law when gravity was weak
was just as Laplace had found: The supernova D in galaxy NGC the supernova is the bright spot on the lower
left. As the name suggests, this supernova was first observed in This, he later admitted, was a big mistake. As
a result he missed the chance to predict that the Universe is expanding as Edwin Hubble would confirm in If
we make anything move anywhere in a static universe it will either begin to expand or to contract â€” if either
of the two terms in the force law becomes slightly bigger than the other because of a tiny motion, it will then
become bigger still and the disparity snowballs. Astronomers searched for its accelerating effects on the
expansion of the universe for 70 years and found none. This supernova is in our own galaxy, only about 20,
light years from Earth. Image courtesy of NASA. Then, in the s, new astronomical light detectors in
conjunction with the power of the Hubble Space Telescope developed the ability to see supernovae â€”
exploding stars â€” out to far greater distances than before â€” almost to the edge of the visible Universe.
What these instruments saw was dramatic. By monitoring the way their colours faded after the explosions, we
could see that these distant supernovae were intrinsically the same as those nearby. The differences in their
apparent brightnesses on the sky could therefore be ascribed to their different distances. By measuring the
Doppler shifting of the light from these supernovae near the edge of the visible universe astronomers could
determine how fast they were expanding away from us. Particle physicists believe that it is the quantum
vacuum stress of the Universe but have no idea why it has the tiny numerical value of about that is observed
â€” a value that ensured that it took control of the expansion of the universe, changing it from deceleration to
acceleration, when it was about three-quarters of its present extent. If it was just ten times bigger, still a tiny ,
then everything would have been different.
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A Matter of Some Gravity Thank you for the correction! Yes I indeed meant that the tilt of the Earth's axis varies over a
40, year cycle, not a 40 year cycle!

Opinion A matter of gravity Of the four fundamental forces of nature, gravity is the weakest and the most
common. Yet it is not understood why it exists at all except for convenience, that is, so that objects do not
float all the time. We are able to stand erect because of gravity, the earth moves around the sun because of
gravity; there are many examples of the manifestation of gravity in the world around. All the fundamental
forces have a unique property and that is their duality - the wave-particle duality that is yet to be proved. The
carrier of electromagnetism is light, and we shall see later that other carrier particles with an associated field of
force have the same property of duality - wave-particle duality. The particles can behave as wave and at the
same time as particle. Gravity was discovered very early in by a young man by the name of Isaac Newton.
That is all we knew about gravity until very recently and that is the brief history of gravitational wave. Light
particles called photons are the carriers of electromagnetic force; radioactivity consists of alpha, beta and
gamma rays, and when combined with electromagnetism, W and Z bosons are the carriers of the combined
forces, electromagnetism and weak interaction, and finally, simply put, mesons are carriers of the strong force
of the nucleus. The wave behaviour of all the fields of force except of gravity has already been discussed and
well established. The particles of all the fields are well known by now; except gravity. Gravity has not been in
our domain of discoveries - so far, it just is there. Gravitational waves are difficult to detect - they are so
feeble. Gravity, however, has not been that weak throughout the history of the universe. Upto about seconds
after the Big Bang one micro second is second, will therefore means 42 zeros after the - sign: The gravity
wave has been discovered however. On February 11, the LIGO announced the result that there is gravitational
existence from the same lecture theatre where the results of the Higgs Boson project were announced in July
Both the announcements met with the thunderous applause. How is the gravitational wave generated? Two
giant black holes picture , one being among the biggest we know so far, were about to merge on February 11;
the gravitational waves they generated were detected on earth. The observation is a revolution from a very
different point of view. LIGO is neither an optical telescope nor is it a radio telescope, it is an interferometer.
An optical telescope depends entirely on the light emanating from the object one is observing. A radio
telescope depends on the radio waves emanating from the object of observation. But this weird LIGO depends
on a ray of light interfering with another - certainly a giant revolution in observational astronomy. From
Galileo to today - the revolution changed the telescope to an interferometer. LIGO is a revolution in the
history of years of observational astronomy, since the Chinese first observed the first supernova explosion
with the naked eye in the 16th century. When one ray of light interacts or, rather, interferes with another ray of
light it is called interference. One gravitational wave, when it interacts with another gravitational wave it leads
to LIGO. Interference, in this case, led to the discovery of the gravitational wave. Millions of light years light
travelling in one year is one light year: Albert Einstein discovered the general theory of relativity and
predicted gravitational waves. It has been a long time, people have tried repeatedly and failed. After 20 years
of intense high powered technology, LIGO has now discovered gravitational wave - a remarkable journey by a
remarkable set of people. It is of so small an effect that to discover it must be a great thrill. It is lucky to have
access to such gigantic black holes: Such black holes, millions of light years away cannot be detected by radio
or optical telescope but LIGO with its fantastic sensitivity will detect their gravitational waves. Einstein, while
trying to establish the general theory of relativity, left a constant of integration in the integral, known as
cosmological constant. It is the cosmological constant which is responsible for the accelerating universe as
was recently discovered. The universe is such a busy place - with all the elementary cosmic particles
traversing with the speed of light. Now, there are gravitational waves oscillating from one end of the cosmos
to the other, some are from the very beginning of the universe, some light rays are bursting with enormously
high energy, a creation of the cosmos and its inhabitants. The awesomeness of the universe leaves one
speechless with splendour and stark beauty. The discovery of gravitational waves is simply fantastic.
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A matter of Gravity was recorded and mixed at the CafÃ©tÃ©ria [GieÃŸen, Germany] between may and april All music
and lyrics were written by starfish

7: A Matter of Gravity Broadway @ Broadhurst Theatre - Tickets and Discounts | Playbill
An aging woman who has retreated from contemporary society struggles to cope with her free-wheeling grandson, his
friends, and a mysterious new cook.

8: A Matter of Some Gravity | Edhat
As seen by a supersensitive gravity-detecting satellite, Earth isn't a pale blue dot. It's a colorful, irregular lump. Kind of
like a tuber. "Rotating potato â€” I don't like this word.

9: Outer space: A matter of gravity | www.enganchecubano.com
A Matter of Gravity is a play by Enid Bagnold. At its center is eccentric dowager Mrs. Basil, who chooses to live in only
one room of her Oxford mansion. Her quiet existence is disrupted by the arrival of her grandson Nicky and four of his
friends and new cook-housekeeper Dubois, who startles the mistress of the house by levitating in the air.
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